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Cattle market at a glance

Stability in prime cattle trade
The period of relative stability in the cattle trade has
continued for another week, as supply and demand
remain broadly matched. While the all prime average
price for ended 15 March was level at 363.3p/kg,
there was some movement in the individual categories.
With the market in such equilibrium, a small upturn in
demand could lead to the upwards pressure on price
re-establishing itself. However, cattle are reportedly
finishing well as they benefit from the better weather
and better quality forage. As such, adequate supplies
are likely to prevail and keep a lid on any upwards
pressure on price.

Cow prices move higher
Cow prices continued their upwards movement in week
ended 15 March. The average price of –O4L cows was
247.8p/kg, up 17p/kg from just five weeks ago. This
comes as there has reportedly been improved demand
for bigger, better fleshed cows, which are making
substantially better returns than plainer types.
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Beef and veal production higher
UK prime cattle throughputs in February were virtually
unchanged on the year at 155,000 head. In England
and Wales, throughputs were up 1% on the year,
while in Scotland they were back 3% and in Northern
Ireland broadly level. Continuing recent trends, heifer
throughputs were up 2%. With the exception of
December, heifer numbers have been above year
earlier levels since April last year. This sustained
increase could indicate a reduction in the number of
females being retained for breeding in the UK.
Steer numbers were once again lower on the year,
falling by 1%, despite increased throughputs in
England and Wales. Young bull throughputs were also
lower than in February 2013, despite significantly
increased numbers in Scotland almost offsetting lower
throughputs in England and Wales.

As expected, better conditions meant that carcase weights
for prime cattle were again higher than in the corresponding
month in 2013. Combined with higher throughputs in the
most significant region of England and Wales, this meant
that prime beef production was up 1% on the year,
at 53,700 tonnes.
Cow carcase weights were significantly up on the year, as
improved farmgate prices and lower cereals prices may have
encouraged producers to add some finish to cows. As such,
with only a 1% drop in throughputs, production from adult
cattle in February was up 4% year on year at 15,600 tonnes.
Total UK beef and veal production was up 2% on the year at
69,700 tonnes.

Marginal fall in UK cattle numbers
The total number of cattle and calves in the UK in 2013 fell
almost 1% on the year to 9.68 million head, according to
Defra. Dairy cow numbers rose 2% on the year while suckler
cow numbers were back 3%.
Meanwhile the number of male cattle fell nearly 1% on the
year. However, there were more males aged over
one-year-old in the results with those aged under one-year
falling by 5%.
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Sheep market at a glance

Lamb trade levelling off?
After the strong gains of the previous couple of weeks,
liveweight lamb prices in week ended 19 March were
showing some signs of levelling, with prices stabilising in the
210p to 215p/kg bracket. While the weekly average GB OSL
SQQ was still higher on the week, increasing 6p to 212.2p/kg
in week ended 19 March, the rate of increase was much
slower by the end of the week. By Wednesday 19 March
prices were only 2p higher on the week.
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GB Liveweight prices week ending 19/03/14
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Deadweight prices week ending 15/03/14
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While the national prices were still showing week-on-week
growth a number of markets actually eased on the week as
the trade seemingly started to cool. However, with the
supply situation still expected to be tight and four weeks to
go before Easter there is still room for the trade to resume its
upwards movement.
Deadweight lamb prices have now responded to the sharp
uplift in the liveweight trade, with the latest
GB OSL SQQ in week ended 15 March increasing nearly 21p
on the week to 448.8p/kg. As with the liveweight trade, this
represents the highest point the deadweight trade has been
since July last year.

New season trade on the up
The trade for new season lambs has also continued to
strengthen in week ended 19 March, with the GB NSL SQQ
up 14p on the week at 234.7p/kg. The number of these
lambs coming forward continued to increase also, with
throughputs at GB auction marts 25% higher on the week,
having totalled over 600 head.

Cull ewes higher too
Following the lamb trade cull ewe values have also
increased sharply of late. In the latest week the average
price was £67.20 per head up £2 on the week and almost
£10 higher than it was in early February. Slaughter figures
would indicate that in addition to lower lamb supplies, adult
sheep numbers are also much tighter than they have been
over the past year or so.
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On the web
The EBLEX Market Intelligence New section covers a range
of subjects for both the beef and sheep sectors. This
week’s key sheep topics include.

Lamb numbers down in December
As of 1 December the number of ‘other sheep and lambs’
on UK farms was down nearly 11% on the year as a lower
lamb crop and better conditions meant fewer lambs were
on the ground. Ewe numbers were reportedly 4% higher
on the year.

Lamb kill in February lower
The lower carryover of lambs from 2013 continues to
impact on the slaughterings in 2014, with the February
lamb kill down 11% on the year at 797,000 head. Adult
slaughterings were lower year on year for the second
consecutive month, being 11% lower than they were in
February 2013.

New Zealand lamb prices start to ease
Following the usual pre-Easter spike lamb prices in New
Zealand have now started to ease. However, they remain
approximately 25% higher than they were last year.
While prices are stronger than the low levels of a year
ago, they remain lower than they were in the
corresponding period of both 2012 and 2011.
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